Water pump 2007 chevy impala

For more information go to Established in , ACDelco manufactures Meticulously formed to
exceptional standards, GMB's OE replacement water pumps are guaranteed to equip your ride
with the finest quality and most enduring performance. GMB is a leading automotive aftermar
Don't simply wait around for your automobile to have problems with general performance loss
and risk sudden break down. Replace your defective water pump with a component that We've
Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Water
Pump part. Returns Policy. Shop Chevrolet Impala Water Pump. Showing 1 - 13 of 13 results.
Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: GMB Part Number: AC Part
Number: GAT Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 13 of 13 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions,
Answers. Gates New - Water Pump Manufacturer Fixing the automobile's cooling structure
wouldn't be as complicated as it is if you use Gates OE Replacement Water Pump. Feb 12, As
Specified Great place to order parts. Water Pump was as needed, company did me a solid due
to shipping errors that they had no control over they promptly refunded my money back and
told me to keep the water pump. Audie Gant. Purchased on Feb 01, Nov 03, Made in China: the
material was decent quality and it functions well. Jessica Garcia. Purchased on Oct 13, Jun 21,
Very good. The products are well made just like the original parts that come off your vehicle.
Latasha Morley. Purchased on Jun 06, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. When the
coolant temperature in your radiator and your engine is outside the normal range, your PCM
may trigger code P What are the Possible Causes of the P Code? Defective or malfunctioning
engine coolant temperature sensorLow engine coolant. This can be caused by a faulty
thermostat. When a defective thermostat no longer opens, the engine will overheat and cause a
breakdown. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Typical signs
of a bad water pump include overheating, white smoke, a bad smell, rough idle, and more. A
water pump works by pumping water through the engine. It is possible for the water pump to
last for the entire life of the vehicle. But it is a simple machine with moving parts, which means
that failure will inevitably strike. The only question is how long will it take to happen. A noisy
water pump can indicate that it has a bearing that is going out. The problem with most engine
noises is that they are difficult to hunt down. If your water pump is easy to reach, you can gently
place a really long screwdriver tip against it. Then, place the handle end of the screwdriver
against your ear. You should be able to hear the noise clearly coming from the water pump. It
could be the water pump or the water pump gasket causing the leak. You have to pull the water
pump to replace the gasket. Due to the relative low price of a water pump in relation to how
much work it takes to get off, we recommend replacing the water pump even if the gasket is
bad. The problem is that low coolant can indicate a lot of different problems. It can indicate a
bad radiator, radiator hose, or thermostat housing as well. The signs of a bad water pump are
the same as a lot of other radiator components. A water pump that is struggling to function will
cause your Impala to run hot. If you have a temperature gauge and you see that your Impala is
running hotter than it should be, try parking and revving the engine a bit in neutral or park. If the
gauge goes down, that would be a very strong indicator that the water pump is bad. This helps
create a watertight seal that can withstand the pressure in the cooling system. Without water
the fluid cushion between the two rings shaft and stationary is lost. Over time, the seal can go
bad around the water pump. A big mistake that people make when they put a new water pump
on is to use a bunch of gasket sealer. Most manufacturers will only recommend a small amount
in a few key places or none at all. The wrong coolant can eat away at the gasket. Contaminants
in the cooling system can wear down the gasket and seals as well. Using the wrong coolant can
cause internal rust and corrosion. This corrosion will effectively water blast the water pump.
Your water has bearings in the rotating assembly. They can fail like any other bearing. Here are
some common signs that a serpentine belt is bad. A bad water pump has the potential to cause
a lot of engine damage. Getting ahead of it before your Impala overheats will save you a lot of
money. Thank you for reading. We really hope that this helps. Please feel free to leave a
comment below with any questions or concerns that you may have. Noise A noisy water pump
can indicate that it has a bearing that is going out. Be careful, there are a lot of moving parts
around the water pump. Steam will rise out of the hood if engine coolant is leaking onto the
exhaust. Bad Bearings Your water has bearings in the rotating assembly. Charlie is a freelance
writer with 20 years of writing experience. His articles often focus on DIY projects, including
automotive repair. The water pump is located in bottom, center of image. It is the pulley with
only one of its four small bolts attached. This tutorial is specific to the Chevy Uplander van, but
many of the steps will apply to another vehicle. The job takes about three hours and an
intermediately skilled mechanic should not have any problems doing the work. Step 1: Make
sure the water pump needs to be replaced. This may sound overly simplistic, but look for a

couple of clues. In my situation, the vehicle would run about 10 minutes, and then start getting
hot. Look for leaks around the water pump. The water pump is located just above â€” and to the
right â€” of the crankshaft pulley. It is above â€” and to the left â€” of the air conditioner
compressor. Step 2: Remove all the items blocking access to the water pump. In the Uplander
this is three or four items. The first is the fuse box. This is removed by taking off the cover to
expose two small nuts that attach the box to the fender wall. Once those are removed the fuse
box can be positioned out of the way. The next item to remove is the cross bar. Two bolts
connect it to the front of the engine compartment and a third bolt secures it to the fender wall
area. Lastly remove the battery. This will give you enough room to maneuver, but if you want a
little more access, you can also detach the windshield wiper fluid container. Step 3: Loosen the
four bolts securing the pulley to the water pump. Leave one bolt in until after the serpentine belt
is removed. Step 4: Remove the serpentine belt. If you are standing in front of the vehicle, it will
be about a foot behind the craft shaft pulleyâ€”parallel to the water pump. It is a tight fit. Once
the ratchet is attached to the pulley, pull it clockwise toward you to loosen the belt. When you
slide the belt off, do it slowly, to keep it wound around all the other pulleys. It will save you time
in the long run. Step 5: Remove the final bolt from the pulley cover to remove it from the water
pump. If the pulley sticks, use a long-handled screwdriver or a pry bar to force it off. Step 7:
Remove the old water pump. Clean the surface where the gasket seals. You may also want to
flush out the cavity to remove any build up. Step 8: Attach the new pump, making sure the new
gasket is aligned correctly. Finger tighten all the bolts then stagger the tightening process with
a ratchet to ensure the gasket seals. Do not overtighten. Step 9: Reattach the pulley. Tighten the
bolts to about 5 PSI. Again, do not overtighten. Step Reattach the serpentine belt. This is the
only place I ran into trouble because I let the belt slip off and had to figure out how to rewind it.
The basic rule of thumb is smooth pulleys get the backside of the belt while grooved pulleys get
the front ribbed side. If the belt falls off, one trick I learned the hard way is attach the belt from
behind on the pulley located directly below the alternator. If you wind it from the front, it will not
work. Step Add anti-freeze to check for leaks and let the engine run for minutes. Watch your
temperature gauge during this process. If it continues to overheat as mine did, see below , then
you also have another issue â€” possibly a bad thermostat or a blockage in the coolant system.
Step If there are no leaks, and the engine is not overheating, reattach the crossbar and the fuse
box. Step Ensure the antifreeze level is correct and test drive the vehicle at road speed to make
sure all is working smoothly. Step After the engine has cooled possibly next day , double check
anti-freeze levels to make sure coolant level is correct. After I installed the water pump, the
engine still overheated. This was due to air being trapped in the coolant system. You can solve
this a couple of ways. One is fill the overfill tank and let the engine set overnight. Another
approach is to fill the radiator, leave the cap off and let the engine run, adding antifreeze as
needed. I ended up doing both approaches since I changed out the thermostat and flushed the
heater lines. Both methods worked for me. Content is for informational or entertainment
purposes only and does not substitute for personal counsel or professional advice in business,
financial, legal, or technical matters. American auto manufacturers were on a roll in the s.
Designing was very competitive, and, through hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased
dramatically. Thus, the American Muscle Car was born. Many people purchasing RVs have no
real camping experience, so RV campgrounds are being inundated with requests for their
people to do things that are the RV owner's responsibility. RV owners need to learn how to
perform their own site maintenance. Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be tricky but you can
use a few simple techniques to diagnose the problem. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you
without your ride and, worst of all, with an expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on
the electronic fuel injection system eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered
cars. Here are eight simple tips to help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV
campers know what they need to do to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle
helmets are trendy items that reflect your personality. What type of helmet do you want for
yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is how you can find free air, and also how to set your
tire pressure for the best performance of your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your
car? You'd be surprised what you find out. What happens behind the scenes will shock you.
Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to make a faster diagnosis. You can make some
repairs using a few common tools. In , the East German government released the horrible
Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world. You don't need a lot of money to start selling
classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a good price and then do it again. If you're
thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to know a few things beforehand. Discover
why the best bargain to be had is from someone who doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying
the type of noise and when it happens can help you diagnose your transmission problem. Auto
Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving. Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles.

Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive History. Related Articles. By Jerry
Fisher. By Don Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Victor Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan. By Isabella. By
John Dove. By electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary Wickison. Do you. Disconnect the
negative battery cable by unscrewing the coupling on the cable to the battery with a
screwdriver. Pull the cable away from the battery. Engage the parking brake, place cinder
blocks behind the back wheels and then jack up your Chevy Impala. Use the jack stands to help
support the jack. Discharge the pressure in the radiator by unscrewing the cap. Remove the
drain plug located underneath the radiator. Catch the coolant in a resealable container. Clean up
any spills. Use the adjustable wrench to undo the bolts securing the Chevy Impala's accessory
drive belt guard. Loosen the bolts on the water pump pulley to get to and remove the accessory
drive belt. Remove the water pump pulley and undo the four bolts securing the water pump to
the engine. Clean off the mount after removing the pump, using a shop rag. Inspect the area for
cracks. Put on the New Pump Squeeze a bead of high temperature automotive sealant on the
new water pump and place the new gasket on the pump. Smear some of the sealant around the
mounting area on the engine block. Carefully hold the gasket in place on the pump as you
mount it on the engine, where you removed the old pump. Place the new bolts into the holes in
the Chevy Impala's water pump in any order, using a torque wrench while the sealant is still wet
to obtain a better hold. Tighten to 89 foot pounds of torque. Replace the rest of the parts in the
order you took them off. When installing the pulley bolts, use a torque wrench and 18 foot
pounds of torque on each bolt. Inspect the accessory drive belt and replace it, if needed. Attach
the negative battery cable to the post and tighten the screw on the clamp. Replace the drain
plug and refill the radiator with the amount and type of coolant specified in your owner's
manual. Move the jack stands, release the jack and remove cinder blocks. Start the Chevy
Impala's engine and check for leaks before you shut the hood. Again, clean up any spilled
coolant immediately. Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Sponsored links.
Ask a Car Question. It's Free! The Chevrolet Impala base model came with a 3. The water pump
is mounted on the right side of the engine and is driven by the accessory drive belt. When you
replace the water pump, you will reuse its pulley on the new water pump. Park the vehicle on a
level surface and set the parking brake. Lift the vehicle hood and support it with the hood prop
rod. Allow the engine to cool completely before continuing the process. Loosen the coolant
pressure cap, and wait for the pressure to relieve. Remove the coolant pressure cap. Lift the
front of the vehicle into the air with the floor jack. Lower the floor jack until the vehicle rests
securely on the jack stands. Remove the floor jack. Place the drain pan under the radiator drain
cock. Rotate the radiator drain cock until coolant begins to drain from the radiator. Once all the
coolant has drained, tighten the drain cock. Remove the bolts securing the intake manifold
cover to the intake manifold. Remove the intake manifold cover. Loosen the water pump pulley
bolts with the socket and ratchet. Draw out a sketch of the accessory belt routing on a piece of
paper for later use. Rotate the belt tensioner clockwise. Remove the belt from around the
tensioner pulley. Remove the belt from the engine. Remove the bolts securing the water pump
to the timing cover. Remove the water pump and water pump gasket from the timing cover.
Clean the mating surface on the engine block with the wire brush. Place the new water pump
gasket onto the timing cover, followed by the water pump. Install the water pump mounting
bolts. Tighten the water pump mounting bolts to 89 inch-pounds with the torque wrench.
Inspect the accessory drive belt for any cracks, glazing or other damage. Route the accessory
belt around the engine accessories. Hold tension on the belt at the belt tensioner. Rotate the
tensioner clockwise, and slide the belt around the tensioner pulley. Slowly release the tensioner
until tension is applied to the belt. Install the intake manifold cover onto the intake manifold.
Tighten the intake manifold cover bolts with the socket and ratchet. Lift the front of the vehicle
off of the jack stands with the floor jack. Remove the jack stands from under the vehicle. Lower
the vehicle to the ground. Slowly fill the cooling system through the coolant pressure cap neck.
When the coolant level stabilizes, continue the process. Install the coolant pressure cap one
turn. Start the engine, and hold the engine speed at 2, rpmfor 40 seconds. Shut the engine off.
Remove the pressure cap and slowly fill the cooling system again until the coolant level is
visible and stable. Start the engine, and hold the engine speed at 2, rpm for 30 seconds. Fill the
cooling system until the level is visible and stable. Start the engine, and hold the engine speed
at 2, rpm for 20 seconds. Remove the pressure cap and fill until the coolant level is visible and
stable. Install the pressure cap tight. Fill the coolant recovery bottle to the full line, and then add
an additional Close the coolant recovery lid. Shut the vehicle hood. Robert Moore started
writing professionally in He has prepared business plans, proposals and grant requests. Moore
is a state of Michigan-certified mechanic and is pursuing an Associate of Arts in automotive
technology from Lansing Community College. Warnings The coolant filling procedure must be
followed to prevent overheating damage to the engine. Your question might be answered by

sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. You can return
the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about
free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return
method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Thursday, Feb 25 Order within 6 hrs and 21 mins Details. In
Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect
your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Water Pump has been
added to your Cart. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase. Product
breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs
for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30
days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for
new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No
Thanks. Coverage for mechanical breakdowns begins after the manufacturer's warranty expires.
Fully transferable if bought as a gift. Not valid on auto parts purchased for commercial use. Visit
assurantclaims. To cancel, visit "Your Orders" on Amazon. Loading recommendations for you.
Adding to Cart Added to Cart. Not Added. Item is in your Cart. View Cart Proceed to checkout.
We do not have any recommendations at this time. Image Unavailable Image not available for
Color:. Water Pump. Brand: Gates. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to
Cart Add all three to List. Some of these items ship sooner than the others. Show details. Ships
from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1
of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. More to consider from our brands.
ConPus Impeller for Mercury Mariner 3. This item Water Pump. Compare with similar items.
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Click here to
make a request to customer service. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Customers
who bought this item also bought. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top
reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I have never had an issue
with a Gates part. Has about 5K miles on it and works great, quiet and no leaks. Easy to replace
on a 3. The most time consuming thing is probably draining the coolant so it doesn't make a
huge mess and putting fresh coolant back in. One person found this helpful. Work perfect for
my Impala. Been using for 2 months on a 07 impala 3. Installed water pump on a Chevrolet
Uplander. Did a mile plus road trip afterwards, no leaks and temperature maintained constant
climbing over feet. Gasket is included with the pump so no need to order the gasket separately.
Exact fit. Comes with the gasket. No RTV needed. Just 5 bolts at 11ftlbs. So far so good. Fit my
Impala perfectly and works as it should. I would buy again. Installed on my Impala, 3. See all
reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Gates gets you out of a bind but won't always last
the longest. Report abuse. Perfect fit, exact replacement, and it got delivered in 3 days. Perfect
fit. Works better than the old one. Pages with related products. See and discover other items:
water pump seal , engine water pump , malibu filter , auto water pump , Auto Water Pumps.
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. This item can be shipped to select countries outside of the U.
Learn More. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. For more information go to Established in , ACDelco
manufactures Meticulously formed to exceptional standards, GMB's OE replacement water
pumps are guaranteed to equip your ride with the finest quality and most enduring
performance. GMB is a leading automotive aftermar Don't simply wait around for your
automobile to have problems with general performance loss and risk sudden break down.
Replace your defective water pump with a component that We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to
the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Water Pump part. Returns Policy.
Shop Chevrolet Impala Water Pump. Showing 1 - 13 of 13 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit.

Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: GMB Part Number: AC Part Number: GAT Page 1 of 1
Showing 1 - 13 of 13 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Gates New - Water
Pump Manufacturer Fixing the automobile's cooling structure wouldn't be as complicated as it
is if you use Gates OE Replacement Water Pump. Feb 12, As Specified Great place to order
parts. Water Pump was as needed, company did me a
2000 cadillac sts problems
bose subwoofer wiring diagram
yamaha g2 golf cart wiring diagram
solid due to shipping errors that they had no control over they promptly refunded my money
back and told me to keep the water pump. Audie Gant. Purchased on Feb 01, Nov 03, Made in
China: the material was decent quality and it functions well. Jessica Garcia. Purchased on Oct
13, Jun 21, Very good. The products are well made just like the original parts that come off your
vehicle. Latasha Morley. Purchased on Jun 06, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources.
When the coolant temperature in your radiator and your engine is outside the normal range,
your PCM may trigger code P What are the Possible Causes of the P Code? Defective or
malfunctioning engine coolant temperature sensorLow engine coolant. This can be caused by a
faulty thermostat. When a defective thermostat no longer opens, the engine will overheat and
cause a breakdown. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

